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ЦǒḸ ࣱኃ  ྟḹᄉԤᮂࣲѴܬՋជ˝ឥ஧Ḽ̯ᝢᅻᝇऎࠪԥ˦ܬՋជᄉଅ
ࣿ᜺।֖ឥ˦ԪӐ̀̾ଠᤗ֖ᝌ᧕ǌឞ஠ଡѢṊḹԥ˦ܬՋជᄉជࣿଅѴ঳ͳʼ
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ᥕ९˿ 1PMMZBOB ԓѶḼԀЎþݝÿՐþڭÿᄉԓѶṋḹ1PMMZBOB ԓѶڙʶ߿ৰ
хʽԩҁឥᮂ᜺।ᄉ҃ጝ ṋḹԥ˦ܬՋជ्੆ՐḼʶᓉᦏ͗ፂԊʶ˓ഏএՋ੆












ᇧ߿᧙ᄉஜ᧙ជÿಪय˖ǌᬅμ௙ḸḹѴˠ˿  ࠪ᧙ऎ्ࠓជṊܷ  ࠴ǋ᧗
 ᣏǋዣ  ጹǋຆ  ุǋԑ  ᘘǋࠔ  ቋǋᤉ  ᤂǋ᫁  ᆀǋঋ  ਤǋᰳ  ͯḸᆁḹǋ
᠛  ᠗ḸΦࠁḹǋ௸Ḹᤌḹ ௉ǋܲ  ࠵ǌటॳ֖ḸḹᏥࠢ˿  ࠪ᧙ऎ्ࠓជṊ
ܷ  ࠴ǋ᧗  ᣏǋዣ  ጹǋຆ  ุǋԑ  ᘘǋࠔ  ቋǋᤉ  ᤂǋ᫁  ᆀǋঋ  ਤǋᰳ
 ͯḸᆁḹǋ᠛  ᠗ḸΦࠁḹǋ௸Ḹᤌḹ ௉ǋܲ  ࠵ǋᐩ  წḸ᜔ᒑᐩ  წ˿Ӧࠩḹǌ
ੇ͂ᝢ˝ᤇ᧖ᄉþᐩ  წÿૈᄉ௦ࡆܷࠩ࠴Ḽʿ௦ૈ̠ᄉᑂწḼځ൤ʿ࡚̅Цۋ
᧙ऎ्ࠓជᔴډǌ
ǊǊǑဗ̼ලឥଠзឥกǒḸḹ˶థ੝ʿՎḼѴˠ˿  ࠪḼݟʽṊܷ  ࠴ǋᰳ
 ͯǋ᧗  ᣏǋዣ  ጹǋຆ  ุǋԑ  ᘘǋབ  чǋᤉ  ᤂǋᤌ  ௉ǋ᠛  ᠗ǋঋ 
ਤǋࠔ  ቋǋ᫁  ᆀǋౚ  ጊǌ಩૵ੇ͂ᄉᏥࠢḼᝢ˝þབ  чÿǋþౚ  ጊÿʿቿ
Ջþ᧙ऎÿಕэǌ










ʿቿՋǌḸḹþчÿ֖þབÿʿᑞѢဗڙþథ  ஜ᧙੆ѫ  བÿಪय˖Ḽݟੇ͂
ʶᓉʿឬþ థˏऎчÿþ థٽӠऎབÿኍǌḸḹþчÿ֖þབÿ˶ʿᑞѢဗڙ











ᐎᄉʶᄇʹբይᮻ΍ᔭڍ̠ඞጊ३௃Ժвጊᄉ᜔ࣛ< ౚ >˿ʶʽÿǋþʿၿ३< ౚ >
˿ʶԯචÿᤇˏሗၸกͪ˪ቿՋᬅЎၶଡѢᄉ฽᧙ಪयǌͭФࠃþ< ౚ > ˿ʶʽÿ








< ጊ >˿< ጊ >੦ᒈᄉ࣊ࣛÿᄉၸกᦏʿቿՋ᧙ऎ्ࠓជᄉಕэǌ፫ʼ੝ᤗḼ्ࠓ
ជþౚÿ֖þጊÿ˶ʿ௦᧙ऎ्ࠓជǌ
ǊǊణՐੇ͂ᆷ߿̾ʽ  ࠪ˝᧙ऎ्ࠓជṊܷ  ࠴ǋ᧗  ᣏǋዣ  ጹǋຆ  ุǋԑ
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ឥገᛪஜ᧙ܲ  ݟþܲǋঋǋࠔǋᰳǋຆǋܷǋዣÿኍ  Բܰʶጷឥገᛪஜ᧙࠵ 
ݟþ࠵ǋਤǋቋǋͯǋุǋ࠴ǋጹÿኍǌၿᤇ̎ᛪᄰԥ਒˦ౝ੆ᄉܬՋជʶᓉ૊
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ဌǊкԥ˦ឥገՋ੆ជᆐቂḼˋӑ࣍ᔴܷߥᆯܢߥͮ᝶஠ǌ
ဌत͚ǋᔟТ͚ឥกӐဗ៵ᄉᝢᅻឥၸᝌ᧕ḼǑܰឥᆐቂǒḼኃ  యǌ
ի˝ؒԤᮂӐǋឥกӐ֖ᮃ।ជᄉвѫౡḼǑලឥߥ˷ǒḼኃ  యǌ
ի˝ؒǑᝢᅻឥᝒߥˀලឥᆐቂǒḼܬெܷߥѢྟᇪǌ
ӳ̇ᔃӬᮂԥ˦्ࠓជጷՋ "" यᄰС᫇ᮤᆐቂḼʼ๑࣍ᔴܷߥᆯܢߥͮ᝶஠ǌ
षǊޱԥ˦्ࠓជþຆÿþุÿᄉʿࠪሥဗ៵ѫౡԢԊԽ໥ԪᏥࠢḼʼ๑࣍ᔴܷߥᆯܢߥ
ͮ᝶஠ǌ
ष᧚ቫලឥԥ˦ܬՋជᄉᛡၶ֖ជ඼ӐኍጞḼǑڍᬄලឥߥઐǒḼኃ  యǌ
షǊॏǑලឥܬՋជᄉឥ˦ౝជกᆐቂǒḼӑܷ̚ߥѢྟᇪǌ
 టሟɂ ࢳ࣊ైࠞ۾ޙ࿑ҝᆅሱӒ਽Ɂ਽౓Ⱥȕɞǿ
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